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• More than half of adults diagnosed with cancer worldwide report the use of some form of
complementary and alternative medicine (CAM).

• This demand has prompted research into the safety and efficacy of CAM therapies, driven
regulation of CAM practitioners, and contributed to a shift toward “integrative oncology,”
whereby CAM is delivered alongside conventional cancer care.

• There is a lack of information on therapies recommended by naturopathic doctors (NDs) for lung
and gastroesophageal cancer care.

• This survey was part of the development of the Thoracic Perioperative Integrative Surgical
Evaluation (T-POISE) trial designed to evaluate the impact of integrative care delivered by
NDs alongside standard care.

Study Purpose
• Identify the most common interventions considered for use by NDs
• Pinpoint interventions NDs recommend supporting key therapeutic goals
• Establish potential contraindications between integrative and conventional therapies.

Study Design 
• Oncology Association of Naturopathic Physicians (OncANP) members (n = 351) were invited

to complete an electronic survey.
• Respondents provided information on interventions considered for thoracic cancer pre- and

postoperatively across 4 therapeutic domains (supplemental natural health products, physical,
mental/emotional, and nutritional), therapeutic goals, and contraindications.

Results/Conclusions
• Forty-four NDs completed the survey (12.5% response rate), all of whom were trained at

accredited colleges in North America and the majority of whom were Fellows of the American
Board of Naturopathic Oncology (FABNO) (56.8%).

• Among supplement recommendations, out of 91 supplements reported, modified citrus pectin (MCP)
(PectaSol-C®, ecoNugenics, Santa Rosa, CA) was the most highly recommended preoperatively with
34 (77.3%), and the third most often recommended postoperatively 31 (70.5%) with only Arnica 34
(77.3%) and Omega-3 fish oil 32 (72.7%) having slightly higher rate of recommendation.

• MCP was the #1 recommended in the antineoplastic category: Pre-operative 29 (65.9%) and
post-operative 26 (59.1%).

• MCP was also recommended to augment immune function both preoperatively and postoperatively:
Pre-operative 12 (27.3%) and post-operative 12 (27.3%).
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Background 

(more)

 PectaSol-C MCP was the as the #1 supplement for antineoplastic therapy in a survey by 
naturopathic physicians’ integrative oncology protocols for thoracic cancer patients.

 MCP also was the most frequently recommended supplement for preoperative intervention

 As well as one of the top three postoperative recommendations in completing the survey.



Naturopathic Oncology Care for Thoracic Cancers: A Practice Survey

Summary
 •   These findings highlight naturopathic interventions with a high level of use in thoracic cancer care, 
                describe and characterize therapeutic goals and the interventions used to achieve these goals, and 
                provide insight on how practice changes relative to conventional cancer treatment phase.
 •   MCP was the most frequently recommended supplement for preoperative intervention and was one 
                of the top three postoperative recommendations in integrative oncology protocols for thoracic 
                cancer patients by Naturopathic Physicians completing the survey, as well as the #1 supplement for 
                antineoplastic therapy.
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